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Editor’s Note
The global senryu community lost a giant with the passing of Johnny
Baranski this past January. Johnny — a regular contributor to Prune Juice
— didn’t get a chance to submit any of his work for this issue but I’m
including a nijuin — a twenty link renku — which Johnny, Clayton Beach
and I wrote together last year, beginning on the page following this one,
followed by three rengay that Johnny and Clayton wrote together. It’s hard
to believe that Johnny’s wit, humor and humanity will be missing from
future issues of Prune Juice. He was one of a kind and is already missed
beyond measure.
This issue also includes Terri L. French’s interview with Paresh Tiwari upon
the publication of his stunning new book of haibun, Raindrops Chasing
Raindrops. When I read a book of haiku, senryu, haibun or haiga which I
love, I often wait a year or so before reading it again. When I finished
reading Tiwari’s new book, I immediately turned back to page 1 and read it
a second time. It is a remarkable book — as is French’s new book of
haibun, Keepers, with illustrations by Tiwari.
As in the past two issues of Prune Juice, this issue includes twenty-eight
clerihews about haiku editors by Michael Dylan Welch. Michael says he's
tried to be comprehensive in covering current and recent haiku editors, but
if he's left any out, please let him know (at WelchM@aol.com) and he'll see
if he can write them a new clerihew.
Enjoy!

Steve Hodge
White Lake, Michigan
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Calliope
Steve Hodge, White Lake, MI
Clayton Beach, Portland, OR
Johnny Baranski, Vancouver, WA
oppressive heat
the taste of a quarter
as the ice cream truck nears
ants on cotton candy
parking at the fairgrounds
a merry-go-round
lovingly restored…
new moon rising
Beautiful Dreamer
from the calliope
a distant foghorn
rolls across the bay
autumn chill
driving along skid row
with the car doors locked
ancient starlight
in my newborn's eyes
leaves on a river
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whisper from the mountain—
your warmth against mine
lovers quarrel
by text messaging…
autumn dusk
the church spire far short
of the silent moon
politics as usual
icicles on every bough
rattle their sabers
bleak horizon
some things better left unsaid
heavy snow
the cherry tree becomes
a mountain ash
his cigarette ember glows
Mars is quiet in thought
slowly slipping
out of her negligee
winter plums
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in the afterglow
drifting oﬀ to birdsong
tattered prayer flags
the neighbor's good will
nearly gone
his cancer in remission
spring snowmelt
river valley
the far orchard adorned
with apple blossoms
our juvenilia discarded
caddisfly emergence
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Three Rengay by
Johnny Baranski, Vancouver, WA
Clayton Beach, Portland, OR
Spring Break
nuns in full habit
on the tennis court
spring break
uncovering the Stingray
the year's first sunburn
binge drinking games
at a biker roadhouse
black out
sleeping it off
a weed whacker roars
at dawn
gridlock on Main Street
no day at the beach
seagulls nestle
as silence reclaims
the sand
Johnny Baranski, Vancouver WA
Clayton Beach, Portland OR
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Desert Wind
south of the border
so hot it drips…
nacho sunset
glimmer of peyote stitch
a Gila monster seeks shade
high chaparral
the roadrunner's
mid-day siesta
a cool sip
of moonlight on the wing
yucca moth
ghost town jail
the desert wind still at large
unrequited memories
trapped in polished stone
petrified wood
Johnny Baranski, Vancouver WA
Clayton Beach, Portland OR
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Downtown
Chinatown
the Grecian features of
a celadon Guanyin
valet parking with
a touch of Feng Shui
amid the flock
of scratching pigeons
lone crow
street preacher
quoting chairman Jesus
from a little red book
crossing on don't walk
a stereo plays 'Revolution'
faded graffiti
in a bathroom stall
My Country Right or Wrong
Clayton Beach, Portland, OR
Johnny Baranski, Vancouver, WA
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Adjei Agyei-Baah, Ghana
beer belly
till I overheard my kids' tag
AIRBAG!
her birthday
falling on valentine
her disapproval to see me
kill two birds
with one stone!
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Debbi Antebi, UK
my old diary
the ease of tearing
oﬀ a page
melting ice cream
my hand tightens
around the cone
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Jo Balistreri, USA
my lost golf ball
and the alligator…
summer ends
at the pinnacle
of her career—
cancer
half tangled
in a dream…
Bach’s Goldberg Variations
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Gabriel Bates, USA
unwelcome guests
the bar soap
out of its place
silence
a crack in the wall
deepens
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Brad Bennett, USA
first frost-the last time I forget
to wear a hat!
up late
reading a mystery
toothpaste splatter pattern
test results...
the otolaryngologist
clears his throat
insomnia...
the dark side
of its poems
emoji pajamas the child's grin
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Jan Benson, USA
picking blues
with a pocket-knife slide
pop's old dreadnought
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Mark E. Brager, USA
star gazing . . .
a pocketful
of wishes
your lips
edged with salt . . .
ebb tide
refugee camp parsing the segments
of a blood orange
clearing my browser the memory of snow
weightless stars the sea my crucifix
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Michael Dylan Welch, USA
Melissa Allen
reads by the gallon
all the ku she can find
of any new kind.
Fay Aoyagi
sure isn’t braggy
about implications
in her haiku translations.
Johannes S. H. Bjerg
is not from Luxembourg—
it’s from Denmark he writes
haiku that excites.
Allan Burns
never returns
a good nature ku
as long as it’s true.
Beate Conrad
follows no fad
in publishing some
ku in Chrysanthemum.
Angelee Deodhar
looks wide and far
across the seas
for haibun journeys.
Josh Hockensmith
loves to find the pith
in every haiku poem
—they’re never below ’im.
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Ed Bremson, USA
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Alan S. Bridges, USA
Christmas Eve-my daughter asks,
"Who put the cat in the bag?"
crowded station directions from the pretzel guy
a life spent creating loose ends
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Helen Buckingham, UK
wannabe cowboy
one foot on the kissing gate
he lights up a vape
clouds spiral
...a mountain
he's yet to conquer
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Susan Burch, USA
spring fling –
all your time spent
with that hoe
hoarder house –
I try not to step on
his feelings
senior discount –
when I tell people
my age,
I omit the
“and a half”
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Sondra J. Byrnes, USA
insomnia
running a reel
of outtakes
love
with so little
to go on
where i squashed
the spider on the wall
morning meditation
half lotus
half a mind
to cry
afternoon nap—
end of the book
post partem
at the doctor’s oﬃce his scale or mine?
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Pris Campbell, USA

Gone
Gone are the burrowing clams, the tumbling shells, as the sea slips
further away from me each day. Another cousin dead. With each death I
strain harder to hear familiar voices. Stories that were once freely shared
fade rapidly into the mist.
sand castles...
their imprint survives
the stormy night
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Pris Campbell, USA
Neal Whitman, USA
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Coda, USA
Absolute Zero
dad’s greatest hit
a kick
between mother’s legs
children services
we memorize
our lines
5th Commandment
another beating
justified
family photo
I learn
to grind my teeth
gaslight
suﬀocation
is play
slow death
he demands
to share my bed
absolute zero
our roles shift
to predator-prey
no exit
he name drops
a hitman
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John J. Dunphy, USA
congressional hallway
a protester holds oﬀ a cop
with his walker
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Garry Eaton, Canada
locker room . . .
the pulled pitcher
sniﬀs his socks
Detroit calendar
the best built models
of 1966
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Terri L. French, USA
arranging the spice rack
alphabetically —
seasonal affective disorder
in lieu of mala beads
the student monk’s
fidget spinner
Christmas lunch
at the homeless shelter
a young mother asks
for the wishbone
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Last call
Over the phone she unleashes on me a string of past grievances. Things I
did, said, never did, never said. Was I that heedlessly callous? Had I taken
advantage of our friendship? It seemed no apology would suﬃce. The
damage was done. I could make no amends.
make new friends
but keep the old
tarnished brass buttons
on a borrowed jacket
I’ll never return
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The Comforting Universality of Human Experience
An Interview with Paresh Tiwari
by Terri L. French
•

How did you come about choosing the title for your new book,
“Raindrops Chasing Raindrops?”
It was one of those lazy afternoons. My son and I were out on a
drive and it started to rain. Just a drizzle. We pushed the car hard
to feel the wind in our hair. That’s when Atharva said, ‘Those
raindrops are chasing each other’.
It was serendipitous. I often think that I learn far more from my son
than he does from me. I did not appreciate the value of those
words until much later, when it occurred to me, ‘Raindrops
chasing Raindrops’ somehow manages to encapsulate what the
book stands for. The longer I thought about it, the more sense it
made. It set my pulse racing.

• I think I am correct in assuming that many of the haibun (or hybrid
poems) are at least semi-autobiographical. Did you find it painful
or cathartic to rehash these memories? What did you perhaps
learn about yourself that you didn’t already know? (if you care to
share). Why did you want to share such personal stories with
others?
I would like to think these works are the shards of my life. At
times, they muse upon a life lived with people and situations that
may have existed only in my head; but as a famous wizard once
said, why should that make them any less real?
Reliving some of these memories was cathartic as well as painful.
Often at the same time. But writing them helped me move on. The
experiences that I have written about have shaped who I am and
will always be a part of my existence. But they have stopped
defining me.
The decision to share these works was a diﬃcult one. Especially
knowing that it could have a devastating eﬀect on the people I
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care for. But the universality of human experience is comforting.
Finding yourself reflected in someone else’s words is reassuring. It
makes us a little less lonely, a little more accepted. With this book,
I am inviting others to revisit their lives – their past forward so to
speak – and attempt to find their own release.
• I also found the chapter delineations interesting, particularly the
chapter entitled “Kintsugi”— the philosophy which treats breakage
and repair as part of the history of an object, rather than
something to disguise. I don’t think we live in a society that
adheres much to this philosophy, do you? What harm do you think
can come of that?
I am happy you took note of that.
Our scars make us who we are. In the words of Leonard Cohen
‘There is a crack in everything, that’s how the light gets in.’ On
one hand, the society seems to celebrate everything new and
shiny - the seemingly flawless. Choosing to ignore the possibility
of beauty in flaws. On the other, a lot of modern discourse and
writing celebrates damage in a brazenly explicit manner,
especially on non-traditional writing platforms such as Tumblr and
Instagram. Often snubbing the need for restoration.
Both these approaches, I believe, make us less humane to
ourselves as well as those around us. Kintsugi, on the other hand,
teaches us to find a balance — the middle path, where the
breakage is celebrated, but so are the attempts to repair oneself
without the need to gloss over or hide them.
• I found that while reading many of your poems I had to stop—the
emotional pain made me hurt, the violence made me cringe, the
passion and sensuality was palpable enough to cause me to
breakout in goosebumps and blush. Your work is very raw and
very real, yet there is a delicacy and fragility about it as well. How
do you manage that!?
My works often germinate within me for days. I walk, bathe, eat,
sleep, and wake up with memories and ideas. They keep
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simmering within, till their voice, colour, taste, and smell becomes
mine.
I don’t usually put pen to paper until the words are almost ready
to spill themselves out. I don’t really know if the delicacy and
fragility that you have found in my work is because of this process
– the way I try and live my works. But it just might be.
• You write in many voices—first person, second person and in
“Ragdolls" and “Absence,” even in the female voice. Is there a
reason for this?
Maybe because I try to become what I write. At least for a while.
Take ‘Ragdolls’ for instance. It is based on a story of childhood
sexual abuse related over a long-distance call. When I heard my
friend, even though she narrated it in an almost matter-of-fact
tone, my skin crawled. I lived it for days. I could feel that I was
becoming her. I felt a searing anger and yet was powerless to do
anything about it. For a while, I was distrustful of everyone around
me.
When I finally decided to write about it, wrapped in layers of the
imaginary, I took her voice. Even though the words were mine, it
was she doing the talking.
• I am particularly fond of the surreal pieces, like “Portrait of a
Heart,” “A Date with Dali,” “The collector of faces” and “Ever
after" to name a few. Some of these are actually the most real and
visceral pieces in the collection. How do you get your ideas for
these more fantastical pieces. Have you always had such a
creative imagination? Do you find it easier (for you to write and
perhaps for the reader to read) to couch more diﬃcult topics or
memories in fiction?
To be honest, some of these are my favourites too. I do believe a
surrealist narrative makes it easier to write about diﬃcult topics or
memories that I am still not ready to face head on. It also opens
the theme wider. As for the reader, I can only hazard a guess.
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What I like about these pieces, besides the immense freedom
they provide, is that they usually tend to become more accessible
to a larger readership, which is kind of oxymoronic given the fact
that they wrap the seemingly simple truth under layers of
fantastical.
I have long admired artists and writers who dabble into magic
realism, surreal or the absurd. Sometimes that admiration bleeds
into my works.
• One of my favorite lines is from “Lanes of Lansdowne;” “If you ask
me, enlightenment is the ultimate disappointment”— and this
coming from a cat! Why do you think this might, or might not, be a
true statement?
It must be true, if the cat says so. After all she does moonlight as
a Zen master.
As Cypher would say, “I know this steak doesn't exist. I know that
when I put it in my mouth, the Matrix is telling my brain . . . that it
is juicy . . . and delicious.”
If the choice is between a juicy steak and the goop which is the
standard meal of the Zionians, I think I will choose the blue pill.
Every time.
I would like to retain my humanity, no matter how misplaced it is. I
want to err, fall in love, bruise, heal and repeat. When I get hurt I
want to feel as if the world would collapse under its own weight. I
want to fail repeatedly. I want to enjoy success sometimes, even if
it is for things that do not matter in the long run. I want to
experience terrible heartaches and soaring joys. I want to cry and
dance and laugh. Enlightenment, I don’t think is for me.
• The heavens play a huge roll throughout the book. There were
more moons and suns and stars than are in a box of Lucky
Charms cereal! And yet, you also write of trees and beaches and
the natural elements of this Earth. I detect a desire for roots,
security, love, family, the need to hang on, juxtaposed with a need
for wings, freedom, the search for self, and escape. I think this is a
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universal conundrum, wouldn’t you say? Or, is it just us creative
types? ;-)
‘More moons and suns and stars than are in a box of Lucky
Charms cereal!’ — can’t wipe the smile oﬀ my face.
I believe the desire for “roots as well as wings” is universal. We,
the creative types, probably articulate it slightly better. Or, in some
cases, unearth it with unnerving precision.
• Another favorite line: “Time would wallow in the viscosity of its
own residue.” Wow! I’m not even sure what that means, but it is
one of those sentences that just begs to be quoted! I love it. I think
you should have it tattooed on your bicep. (I have no idea where I
am going with this btw).
Hahaha . . . I have just dialed the friendly neighbourhood tattoo
parlour.
Often, we place too much importance to the need that everything
should carry a specific meaning. Sometimes, it is good to not
know where we are headed.
• “Ever Afters.” Ah yes, there we go again, that longing, for more,
better, deeper . . . the happily ever after ending. But, much like the
painter, isn’t it up to us to create that which we desire? And even
then, it was only his footprints we saw in the painting, so in eﬀect,
he was still on the journey, was he not? Perhaps the painting was
a portal! Just a thought.
I had met that painter on a sleepless night. The evening before he
disappeared inside his painting. And as we got drunk on some
fine whiskey, he confided in me. I suppose he was looking for
himself more than anything else.
The painting of course, is a portal, but it is wired to the fault lines
on the painter’s hands. I tried following him into the painting and
the canvas unceremoniously spat me back on the floor.
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• But in “Dumbledore” we know that that which shows us our
deepest desires cannot be trusted. Or, is it that we shouldn’t trust
our deepest desire? As Dumbledore said to Harry Potter, “It does
not do to dwell on dreams and forget to live.” Add what you wish
to this line of thought. :-)
To be honest, I am not sure. I know that trusting our deepest
desires is often the shortest route to corruption and sometimes
unfathomable pain. But who would I be without my deepest
desires? I struggle with this question.
As Dumbledore also says, “The happiest man on earth would be
able to use the Mirror of Erised like a normal mirror. He would look
into it and see himself exactly as he is.” This could be equally true
for someone who has managed to fulfill all his desires or someone
who has none. I wouldn’t want to be either.
• There are some painful childhood memories in your book. What
would you say to that little boy or young man knowing what you
know now?
I know you wouldn’t listen, but try to love yourself a little more.
Learn to let go. Not everything is your fault.
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LeRoy Gorman, Canada
T
BEST SCONES
IN TOWN
BAKER NEEDED
Botox lips
I’d walk a mile
for a camel
holiday bagpipes
everybody dies
sometime
no pants
he pants
she pants
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John S Green, USA
I miss another
shooting star—
her hand on my thigh
colonoscopy—
for seven days
I'm not a seedy fellow
again forgetting
my reading glasses—
blurry menu
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Michael Dylan Welch, USA
Anatoly Kudryavitsky
always finds that its key
to be objective
in making ku eﬀective.
Bob Lucky
is really plucky—
he’s never done
with haibun.
Paul MacNeil
loves to conceal
his intuition
in juxtaposition.
Scott Mason
makes his base in
The Heron’s Nest
—it’s the best.
Mike Montreuil
sure isn’t coy
about getting haiku work
into every nook and cirque.
Peter Newton
likes to have fun
taking ku from the herds
for Tinywords.
Nicole Pakan
is more than a fan
of Daily Haiku—
she’s an editor too.
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Hazel Hall, Austrailia
dinner date
two iPhones waiting
for show and tell
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Peter Jastermsky, USA

Train Talks
Strangers at the station, miles later, now confidants. These are the ones
that are most intriguing. So many life secrets shared, which may, or may
not, be true. In the end, does it matter? One day, a letter arrives, as
promised. Pleasantly surprised – at first.
delicious mysteries
a quick tear
of the page
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Barbara Kaufmann, USA
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David J. Kelly, Ireland
whiskey chaser
promising myself
an hour of happiness
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ladybird, ladybird
I used to fly in my dreams. Using a weird arm-swinging action, which I’d
perfected in earlier dreams, it was possible to counteract gravity. By
jumping into the air and using my clever technique, I could stay aloft. With
practice I learned a rudimentary form of steering, but it never worked well
in strong winds. On reflection, it was quite like hot-air ballooning, but
without either hot air or a balloon.
frenzied movement
hides the calm beneath
inverted swan
Apparently, dreams about flying suggest the dreamer wants to escape
from a pressurised situation. That idea never occurred to me at the time. In
my dreams, it seemed to me, I was simply showing oﬀ. I’d delight in the
startlement of passers-by as they met me in mid-flight.
comings and goings
between open mouths
fly-by-night
I’ve no recollection of emotion from those dreams. The abiding memory is
one of curiosity. The ability to investigate a new part of the world and the
new perspective it oﬀered. Maybe it was a sort of self-analysis, looking
down on my world from a position of detachment. Maybe it was a form of
lucid dreaming, where I wanted to fly and found the means to allow myself
that indulgence.
back down to earth
rising from a pillow
with windswept hair
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Mary Kendall, USA
pulling a single
strand of silken thread
her undoing
sipping skinny lattés
they march against
world hunger
a slight limp
on cold and rainy days
how easy it is
to fall out of step
with myself
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Deborah P Kolodji, USA
mute button
he’s talking over me
again
all this anger
under the surface
old campaign buttons
stormy side
of Mars
robot break-up
double sunset I walk my robot dog
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Shrikaanth Krishnamurthy, UK
my colleague lends me
books about the real god
a Merry Christmas
old pond
the growing ripples
of that text
Blyth’s Haiku
about to snap shut
on a gnat
a red sun
on the dark sky—
yellow badges
here for the Jew
there for the Hindu
walking down
a cobbled path
the past
is so beautiful
when someone else’s
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Michael Henry Lee, USA
swizzle sticks
recalling our lost art
of conversation
wild fire
the street preacher
reeks of smoke
ice cream cake
the sugar coating on
one more birthday
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Chen-ou Liu, Canada
a teen’s nose
pressed to the window
Victoria's Secret

girls
the Lego wall
boys
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Gregory Longenecker, USA
sunrise
the yellow lab
in my face
dangling at the end
of the power grid
Christmas lights
she stops
before she texts him
changing leaves
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Anonymous
When I was nineteen I worked for a summer on the maintenance
crew of a boy scout camp. It was hard work and dirty, especially
cleaning the outhouses all over the property. I was, however,
often rewarded by what I found written on the wooden walls.
mens’ urinal:
no matter how much
you dance and prance
the last few drops
run down your pant
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Bob Lucky, Saudi Arabia
group improv
at music night
I end a line with orange
uke night
the steady throb
of a headache
root canal
the dentist
gets on my nerves
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Michael Dylan Welch, USA
Kathe Palka
is like a falcon
soaring online skies
for poems to minimize.
Linda Papanicolaou
will never disavow
good photography
in haiga iconography.
Patrick M. Pilarski
always likes to see
the best haiku poetry
in Edmonton, not Calgary.
Patricia Prime
abrogates rhyme
in her sacred duty
to find haiku beauty.
Kala Ramesh
likes to thresh
through Indian haiku
for you to read through.
Ray Rasmusssen
loves the discussin’
of haibun virtues
that you can choose.
Michael Rehling
isn’t ailing—
he takes senryu
for Failed Haiku.
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Marietta McGregor, Australia
extra jalapeños
the taco
bites back
proposal dinner
after the taco
the crunch
double-dipping
double entendres...
singles party
'four pillars'—
a shopping trolley's
one dodgy wheel
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Always young
Barbecue supplies and coolers full of six-packs stashed these youths are
full of derring-do because they're young crammed into Kombi vans or big
oﬀ-roaders laughter in the streets they stow the tent and kids and dogs
and kayaks always young on the hot-burnt sand beside an ocean and in
the dragon-shoals of creeks overhung with paperbarks and a hemp rope
swing they leap and play through holy days and holidays those devil-maycare ones then suddenly the shock of brackish-brown tepid water swampinfused or icy salt into pink-soft lungs those boys and men who thumbed
their noses at the rips and channels of fear lie silent in the ambulance.
dead on the beach
a seagull surfs in
on the ebb tide
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Joe McKeon, USA
needle tracks
the length of a dash
between dates
dandelions
starting in right field
the coach’s son
city zoo
animals outside
the bars
twin towers
everyone knows
where they were
Monet exhibit
the docent makes things
a little clearer
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Lori A Minor, USA
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Unsound
Lori A Minor, USA
Chase Gagnon, USA
diagnosis
the last leaf
still holding on
prescription bottle
removing the label
from myself
dissociation
mourning the loss
of who I was
morning sky
losing myself
star by star
ragdoll
stitching together
the pieces of myself
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Ben Moeller-Gaa, USA
beaver moon
the smoothness of
shaved skin
summer stroll
syncing our steps
to sprinklers
weenie roast
the squeezy curves of
condiment containers
midlife
finding her again
in a cardboard box
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Ron C. Moss, Tasmania, Australia
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Ron C. Moss, Tasmania, Australia
Simon Hanson, Australia
Pink Satin
jamming with Prince
purple rain puddles
in my mind
ripples tremor
in ultra-violet
little red corvette
painted fingernails
on a glittering guitar
diamonds and pearls
the flash of a strobe
on pink satin
the heavens open
when doves cry
blue light
another night
on the holy river
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Nika, Canada
Jim McKinniss, USA
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David Oates, USA
scratched
in the sidewalk cement
“Laura was not heer.”
public restroom
no toilet paper
someone left a newspaper –
looking for an ad
with a lot of white space
he's unsure
until she comes in their room
and locks the door
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Carol Raisfeld, USA
finally
the doctor said she may be
colorblind…
a diagnosis that came
completely out of the purple
packing extra socks
for the golf tournament
thinking ahead
about the possibility
of a hole in one
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Kala Ramesh, India
on Cambridge river
a young punter steers us
through hisownstory
the mind craves
for an applause
even as blossoms fade
scrambling
the search for happiness …
a laughing Buddha
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Dave Read, Canada
daily prompt
I check the sky
for kigo
helping grandpa
with the candles ...
winter breeze
drifting snow
an idea comes
and goes
snowfall ...
I leave my prints
in a book
waking
in a panic
sickle moon
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Bryan Rickert, USA
prom night–
the glistening
of slug trails
tent revival–
an oscillating fan
moves through the crowd
Spanish moss
the voice mother used
for Br’er Rabbit
our third date
the slow grind
of cicadas
oﬃce Halloween party zombies networking
never the one you want nude beach
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Alexis Rotella, USA
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Michael Dylan Welch, USA
Philip Rowland
isn’t from Poland—
he’s a Brit in Japan
and a haiku fan.
Brendan Slater’s
an accelerator
of modern haiku—
that’s what he do.
Susumu Takiguchi
likes to get smoochie
with neo-classical ku
to read when you’re blue.
Christine L. Villa
likes to spill a
lot of haiku-o
into video.
Robin White’s
quite alright
editing ku
for Akitsu.
Billie Wilson
stakes her position
on haiku theory
in ways that are cheery.
Sheila Windsor
always begins her
poems with images,
with which she’s a whizz.
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Olivier Schopfer, Switzerland
phoning my aged mother...
the time it takes her
to answer
funeral
at long last
the whole family together
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Debbie Strange, Canada
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Rachel Sutcliﬀe, England
bathroom mirror
the bare face
of insomnia
life long friends
the silence
death leaves
black ice
how suddenly
things change
a child’s breath
on the dandelion
time takes flight
school reunion
we get to know
each other’s wrinkles
railway track
the distance from here
to there
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Julie Warther, USA
filling the break
in my lifeline
your hand in mine
cursing
every blessed leaf
the poet's neighbor
pre-lit tree . . .
one thousand lights
that don't
withering love life -advice
from a daisy
day to day living my wordless diary
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Bill Waters, USA
Robin White, USA
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Michael Dylan Welch, USA
first Father's Day—
she buys me
baby clothes
in line for santa—
my two cherubs
thumb wrestling
rainy schoolyard—
the monkey bars
without any monkeys
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The Logical Toilet
It has occurred to me that if women complain about men always leaving
toilet seats up, isn’t it nearly as illogical for women to leave them down?
As a result, years ago I decided for myself that the thing to do, to be on my
best behavior, would be always to lower both the seat and lid. After all, if
the lid is up, the toilet bowl is unsightly. So, lid and seat down is not only a
neutral stance, but clearly more aesthetically pleasing. And that’s what I’ve
been teaching my children, albeit with mixed results. To me, it’s one of
those little things one learns to do properly, like loading toilet paper so it
rolls out from the top. Indeed, the patterns are printed on the outsides
because manufacturers know rolling oﬀ the top is the correct way—and
hotel housekeepers always fold their blessed little points on toilet paper
ends with the toilet paper rolling oﬀ the top. In his book In Praise of
Shadows, Jun’ichirō Tanizaki notes, of the Japanese toilet, that “Here, I
suspect, is where haiku poets over the ages have come by a great many of
their ideas.”
half a moon
through the outhouse window—
light just enough to read
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Salad Days
by Michael Dylan Welch, Billie Dee, Naia, Oleg Kagan, Ash Baldon, and
Deborah P Kolodji
fancy restaurant—
the house salad served
on a single lettuce leaf

Michael

hearts of romaine
baby’s first kick

Billie

panzanella for two
the waiter’s serenade
slightly oﬀ-key

Naia

fruit salad finished
I drink its juice

Oleg

Balsamic, no oil
tart and sweet
the way I like it

Ash

he picks through spinach
for the candied walnuts

Deborah
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Kath Abela Wilson, USA
baby zucchini
in my squash blossom omelet
third marriage
quaint at 94 . . .
first time I hear her say
ain't
almost home
our wedding night
he parks the car falls asleep
later on out of the box
we put together the bed
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